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HISTORY OF SILKY INU 

Silky is a caring companion, obedient, balanced, is good in 

contact, an adaptable dogSILKY is a collection of 5555 

NFTs that has a rich, diverse and unique pool of rearitional 

foundations. Each SILKY interacts with the SILKY game, 

where each user plays and is rewarded in SLK SILKY 

tokens - the DFI MEME NFT GAME Game Revolution, an 

NFT revolution designed to enable free trading and make 

it as safe as possible.



SILKY is the epitome of community financial freedom.



SILKY INU IS A NEW FREE

NFT GAME 

Where you can play completely free without additonal 

fees.


The game is available in web and also for Android and 

iPhone. In game you will need to pass various difficult 

levels to collect more tokens by SILKY character and 

become the best among other players. Top 555 players will 

receive rewards in the form of SILKY tokens on their 

wallets. You need to buy nft for 1 SOLANA, to recieve game 

access. The SILK tokens that will be collected, you can sell 

on a exchange.



PLAY TO EARN Mechanics

TOKEN SLK


COMPETITION MODE


IN-GAME REWARDS


Owners of SILKY NFT can earn game tokens called SLK.



Top 555 players will receive various prizes in a form of NFT 

or SLK tokens.



All NFT and tokens that you will get, can be sold. To 

support the market, we will allocate 30% of the game's 

profit.



CLAIM NFT-1 SOL

IN TOTAL - 5 555 NFT

1000 NFT - white list collaboration 
& marketing

555 NFT - collections donation 
from sales to dog shelters

500 NFT -

Free mint

3500 NFT -

mint



TOKENOMIC

79.5%

Mint

5%

NFT Free Mint

10%

White list


collaboration

& marketing

5.5%

Collections donation

from sales to dog shelters



EXCHANGES & PARTNERS

OF SILKY INU

Magic Eden

Phantom Wallet

NFT

FAQ

Q: How many NFTs I can mint from one wallet?

A:  You can buy an unlimited number of NFTs for one wallet.

Q: Where can I look for my NFTs? 

A:  You can see your NFTs on the opensia trading platform.

Q: What does NFT give me? 

A:  NFT gives you opportunity to participate in a tournament, 

moreover more tokens you collect, more profit you will get by 

sell SLK token on a exchange. Additionally, owners of NFT SILKY 

INU will receive privileges in competitions and prizes of the 

project.



FAQ

Q: Do game will have its own token?

A: At the moment, we are planning to integrate our token into 

the game. All mechanics will be implemented via NFT and SLK 

tokens to interact with the game.

DENIAL OF RESPONSIBILITY:


The SILKY INU Project, its participants, its social channels, its individuals, and this 
document are not responsible for providing trading advice or investment advice of any 
kind. In situations where decentralization is the primary driver of the token, as well as 
other centralized methods, it is advisable to consult with a professional or legal advisor 
before purchasing or interacting with an SLK token. By purchasing SLK, you agree that 
neither the developers nor the project will be held legally liable for any damages. The 
team will remain unharmed for any damages that may have occurred. The SLK token is 
also not a security and is not claimed as such. If you live in a region where you cannot 
legally own cryptocurrencies or are not allowed to trade in any type of market where 
SLK is listed, you must abide by these laws. All cryptocurrencies are risks, and you 
understand that these risks can be applied to you when you interact with this token or 
any others.


